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deployed in the hostile environment without any temper
resistant protection. The nodes deployed in a network are
relatively easy to be compromised, which is the case that the
nodes are out of the system control and an adversary can
easily get full access to those nodes
Nevertheless, this kind of networks has its own drawbacks.
Their wireless way of communication, their battery and
bandwidth constraints or their location in open environments,
for example, lead them to some security threats. Recently,
trust and reputation management has become a novel way of
dealing with some of these important issues. Thus, several
trust and/or reputation models over WSNs [1]-[4] have been
developed and studied in this paper.
Moreover, one of the first issues to solve in order to
achieve that expected improvement is to assure a minimum
level of security in such a restrictive environment. Even more,
ensuring confidence between every pair of interacting nodes
is a critical issue in this kind of networks. Under these
conditions we present in this paper a bio-inspired trust and
reputation model, called BTRM-WSN, based on ant colony
systems aiming at providing trust and reputation in WSNs.
simulation results demonstrate the accuracy of our novel
way.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents related works to secure the border. In Section III
consists of the common attacker model in the border. Section
IV we present our trust and reputation model. Section V
describes the Result and Section VI is conclusion.

Abstract—Border surveillance systems have recently came
into attention to address the concerns about national security.
Conventional border surveillance or petrol systems consist of
check points and border troops. The existing system for
surveillance suffers from intensive human involvement. The
recent technology is expensive as it requires using high-tech
devices e.g. Unmanned aerial vehicles, unattended ground
sensors, and surveillance towers equipped with Radar and
camera sensors. These techniques suffer with problems such as
high false alarm rate and for communication line of sight is
necessary. In such surveillance system wireless sensor network
is cost effective and efficient for event detection in the large area
with multi hope communications. Using Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) the task of object tracking or event detection
has been investigated but not much attention was given to
secure the border. In this paper the security analysis of the
border and a trust and reputation based WSN is presented
secure border surveillance with some simulation results.
Index Terms—About four key words or phrases in
alphabetical order, separated by commas.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network (WSN) based system has become
a popular application for border monitoring. Depending on
the mission needs and scenario different kinds of wireless
sensor nodes are embedded with the network, which gather
verity of raw data that are than manage and refined to send to
the monitoring base station. For example in order to detect
and track trespassers or moving objects in border WSN
nodes can be equipped with wide range of infrared sensors. A
trespasser will try to manipulate the WSN node in a way for
unattended crossing of the border with consideration of the
WSN construction of the node. The sensor nodes consists a
transceiver unit (combination of transmitter and receiver), a
restricted memory processing unit, a sensing unit as well as a
battery with limited power. Thus, for any application
overhead of computation and communication is low.
To ensure the functionality of border security system with
WSN, especially in malicious environments, security
mechanisms become essential for all kinds of sensor
networks. However, the resource constrains in the sensor
nodes of a WSN and multichip communications in open
wireless channel make the security of WSN even more heavy
challenge. Since sensor nodes can (or have to) also be

II. RELATED WORKS
Several works has been done in the past in the field of
secure surveillance with WSN for the border, military and
academic purpose. The early work done by Yang et al. [5],
shown how to organize sensor nodes as a logical tree so as to
facilitate in-network data processing and to reduce the total
communication cost incurred by object tracking. Xu et al. [6]
proposed the Dual Prediction Reporting (DPR) mechanism,
in which the sensor nodes make intelligent decisions about
whether or not to send updates of objects movement states to
the base station and thus save energy. Yang et al. [7]
proposed an architecture which is able to track targets with
random movement patterns with accuracy over a wide range
of target speed. Arora et al.[8] developed an experimental
wireless sensor network for distributed intrusion detection
but it is not autonomic.
These methods in the field of border object tracking and
surveillance does not provide full security solutions as it fails
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in malicious environment.

IV. TRUST AND REPUTATION MODEL FOR WSN
Each trust and reputation model has its own specific
characteristics and particularities. However, we share the
same abstract schema or pattern about what steps have to be
given in order to complete a whole transaction in a distributed
system making use of a trust and/or reputation model.
Therefore, one of the main targets followed by our work
was to design and provide a trust and reputation models
interface as generic as possible for WSN. So initially, we
identified the four main steps for our model following the
paper [12], [13] which was done in TRMsim. Figure 1 shows
these steps. We assume that the nodes are randomly
distributed.
In our model present a trust and reputation model for
WSNs, called BTRM-WSN (Bio-inspired Trust and
Reputation Model for Wireless Sensor Networks)
BTRM-WSN is aimed to achieve to most trustworthy path
leading to the most reputable node in a WSN offering a
certain service. It is based on the bio-inspired algorithm of
ant colony system (ACS) but, due to the specific restrictions
and limitations found in WSNs, the ACS cannot be directly
applied.
In our model, for instance, every node maintains a
pheromone trace for each of its neighbors. This pheromone
traces τ [ א0, 1] will determine the probability of ants
choosing a certain route or another, and can be seen as the
amount of trust given by a node to other one.
The heuristic values η [ א0, 1], however, are defined as the
inverse of the delay transmission time between two nodes (or
the inverse of the distance between them). The fact that every
node controls its own pheromone traces and heuristic values,
and no one else but it can modify them can become an
important security threat.

III. ATTACKER MODEL IN BORDER
In the malicious environment with compromised node it is
possible to gain the knowledge of the WSN nodes internal
memory
and
cryptographic
information
because
compromised node act as a legitimate node in the network.
So, the node accessibility allows the attacker to reprogram
the node. The attacked or reprogramed node consider as
compromised node or internal attacker.
Most important task of the border surveillance system is to
detect the unusual event and report that to the base station
securely with the location information. The unusual event
normally represented by alarms which need to be sent to the
base station instantly. Attacker main goal to perform the
attack can be classified as create delay in the node, stop the
alarm, massage manipulation and false alarm. The attacks are
discussed as follows.
Create delay: the attacker will not take any attempt to
prevent the report but the aim will be to incorporate the
sufficient delay in the alarm. So, by the time the report
reaches the base station the unusual event already occurred
means the trespasser has already crossed the border. This
could happen through collision attack occur.
Stop the alarm: this can occur when the compromised
nodes deny forward, dropping or creating the appropriate
massage. The attacker try the incorporate the congestion
along the path and try to create a partition in the network to
cut of the network connectivity with the node.
Massage manipulation: the attacker try to change the
location or timing information before it sent out to the base
station. Type of attack happen in the network is wormhole or
reply attack. Just like the theoretical wormholes in space, this
attacker can send packets, routing information, ACK etc,
through a link outside the network to another node
somewhere else in the same network. This way an attacker
can fool nodes into thinking they are neighbors, when they
are actually in different parts of the network.
False alarm: injection of massage by the attacker in Denial
of Service (DoS) attack or record the massage than reply the
same massage to the base station. So, it interesting false
alarm massage can occur in the network uninformed.

Algorithm 1 BTRM-WSN
1) while (condition) do
2) for k = 1 to Number_of_ants do
3) Sk ←initial sensor (client)
4) Launch ant k
5) do
6) for every returned ant k do
7) if (Q(Sk)>Q(Current_Best)) then
8) Current_Best←Sk
9) while (timeout does not expire) and
10) Num_returned_ants < %Number_of_ants
11) if (Q(Current_Best)>Q(Global_Best)) then
12) Global_Best←Current_Best
13) Pheromone_global_updating
14) (Global_Best,Q(Global_Best), ρ)
15) return Global_Best

V. RESULT
In our simulation model we have distributed the network
by using TRMsim. To test the accuracy of every simulated
trust and reputation model we have included two security
threats following [15]. In Fig. 2 we can observe that a
simulation over 10 random dynamic WSNs (with 100 sensors
each one) has been carried out using BTRM-WSN model.

Fig. 1. Generic trust and reputation model [9]
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There were a 15% of clients, an 8.5% (85% · 10%) of relay
sensors, a 53.55% (85% · 90%. 70%) of malicious servers
and a 22.95% (85% · 90% · 30%) of benevolent ones. The
average number of hops needed to reach the most trustworthy
server was 6.04 and the average percentage of times that the
model selected a benevolent server as the most trustworthy
one was more than 90% and going almost 100% which
shown in Fig. 4.

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Hierarchical Wireless Sensor Networks,” in Proc. of the 3rd
International conference on innovative computing information and
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C. Haiguang, C, XinHua, and N. Junyu, “Implicit Security
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Fig. 2. The wireless sensor networks

Fig. 3. The accuracy

VI. CONCLUSION
The Border surveillance system is a typical domain for the
deployment of wireless sensor network. An analysis of
possible attacks in the system and the trust and reputation
model WSN to secure the border presented in this paper.
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